The actual task is to research QoS (Quality of Service) instruments in order to improve existing and develop new methods. This paper presents the modified method of double QoS, which differs from standard one by application of multi-level traffic analysis by user groups, types of traffic and priorities. The efficiency of the proposed method is proved experimentally on routers with the Mikrotik operating system by means of local computer network simulation, based on virtual machines. The experiments were conducted with generated multitraffic with a uniform distribution for Packet Size and Internet Departure Time parameters. Compared results of router work with standard and modified methods. Using the proposed method allows reducing the number of dropped packets by simply configuring the router system tools and thus improving the quality of user service.
Introduction
In modern telecommunication networks the particularly important problem is to ensure the quality of service of large volumes of heterogeneous network traffic in conditions of flow and network environment uncertain dynamic. Therefore, among existing means of QoS basic architecture the special role is played by the mechanisms of network resources management and data transmission processes [1, 2] .
Such network share as the router buffer (queue) size is common for any packets class. The overloading of buffer and resulting increase in packet loss occurring in the router lead to deterioration of QoS main parameters which is unacceptable for some classes of traffic. Therefore, the actual problem is the development packet loss reduction methods to improve the router buffer management. From a practical point of view such QoS methods are interesting because they do not require additional expenses or any modernization of the existing network infrastructure.
Given the above, it was decided to explore opportunities to improve QoS parameters through the operating system MikroTik RouterOS, which is used in the routers of the producer. The TCP/IP was chosen as network architecture because the protocols of this family are the main protocols, which provide control and routing messages over a data network.
The work is devoted on making simple, cheap and effective method of QoS improvement. To do this, we need to analyze the advantages and disadvantages of router with RouterOS operating system standard operating algorithm, identify the parameters of the algorithm that can be affected in order to improve its efficiency, modify the standard algorithm and perform an experimental test of its efficiency.
Aim
The aim of this work is to develop methods to reduce packet loss regardless of the traffic type (file, media, web-traffic, etc.) and the general improvement of the quality of the network service through the use of standard tools of OS RouterOS. To achieve this goal the following tasks are identified:
-analysis of existing solutions and identification of gaps; -development of algorithms to eliminate deficiencies in the selected method;
-software installation and configuration (establishing a separate virtual machine MikroTik RouterOS; establishing two virtual machines at Windows XP; setting communication between two Windows XP via MikroTik RouterOS);
-writing a sequence of commands that implement the algorithm and add it to MikroTik RouterOS;
-conducting the algorithm tests; -analyzing results.
Main results
VMware Workstation 10 software was chosen to simulate the network. Three insulated from each other virtual machines were created. Two of them contained Microsoft Windows XP and at the third one -RouterOS. Both Windows XP are the network resources users, their task was to upload in parallel way an arbitrary information from the Internet to use the available bandwidth [3] . The RouterOS is a specialized mini-operating system that uses PC resources to turn it into a multifunctional router which was used for bandwidth regulation.
A special algorithm was developed to solve the problem of bandwidth regulation, the main features of which are:
-perform all the standard functions (providing guaranteed speed for clients in all conditions and the ability to increase the speed to specified limit); -multilevel analysis of traffic (for groups of users, types of traffic by priority) -implementation of double QoS approach [4, 5] (previous labeling of all incoming traffic as a low priority and then re-marking a traffic that should have a higher priority after analysis); -Assignment of medium priority to packets that are not under any rule in the list.
A block diagram of the algorithm is presented at Fig. 1 . The basic configuration of the algorithm was performed by using console commands of OS RouterOS. To implement the algorithm into a MikroTik router the following procedure must be performed: users groups were created; records in the IP -Firewall (tab Layer7 Protocols) were added; an improved system of rules in the IP -Firewall (tab Mangle) was established; more templates for queues in the Queue (tab Queue Types) were created; the queues tree in the Queue (tab Queue Tree) was created using the Mangle rules and the Queue Types templates.
The Properly compiled templates (called the regular expressions) for these protocols are able to manage very flexibly by all traffic passing through the router. Regular expression is a clear set of characters that uniquely define the connection type (client application, system service protocols that use TCP-connection, HTTP, etc.). In fact, regular expressions are patterns (masks) by which is conducted the search of bytes sequence in first ten packets or 2 KB each established connection. If there is no match, then further search is terminated and the connection is considered unknown. If a match is found, then on tabs Filter Rules, NAT, or Mangle it is possible to create the rules chains with necessary actions to be executed with this type of traffic.
There are two ways to define the mask properly: -using the regular expressions lists from the Internet; -getting first 2 KB of connection, find the necessary sequence, using, for example Wireshark, and transforming this sequence into template at the specialized site.
There are special rules to standardize the regular expressions syntax. Here's how to add the regular expressions to identify connection using commands of operating system RouterOS: The very first step is pre-marking of all incoming packet stream (first level QoS). The lowest priority is assigned to it. This is made in order to make possible briefly delaying the incoming traffic for its analysis and subsequent separation of traffic types with a higher priority.
Providing the lowest priority to input traffic in the router console looks like this: Further search of rules in the module Mangle rule list is conducted according to the parameters of connection (IP-source address, IP-destination address, source port, destination port). If there is no special rule, the group to which it belongs is determined by the user's IP-address, the class C traffic and the corresponding priority (second level QoS) are assigned to the packets and the flow is forwarded to the global queue. If a rule in Mangle is found, an additional search in list Layer7 Protocols for more accurate determination of connection parameters and type of traffic to be transmitted is conducted. If a regular record is found in the list, the router also re-marks all packets, but assigns classes listed in the rule (the second level QoS) from A (highest) to D (lowest). The user group priorities are specified and the flow is redirected to the global queue. The rule specifying the type of connection described in Layer7 Protocols follows below:
/ip firewall mangle add action=mark-connection chain=forward comment=Skype disabled=no layer7-protocol=Skype new-connection-mark=CLASS-B passthrough=yes
If there are no matches in the list of templates, the re-marking is performed as it is in the previous case. Using the IP-address to determine the user groups, the classes from A to D and corresponding priorities are assigned to traffic packets and the flow is forwarded to the global queue. The rule without precise instructions about connection type is as follows:
/ip firewall mangle add action=mark-connection chain=forward comment=FTP disabled=no dst-port=20,21 newconnection-mark=CLASS-C passthrough=yes protocol=tcp add action=mark-connection chain=forward comment=ICQ disabled=no dst-port=5190 newconnection-mark=CLASS-B passthrough=yes protocol=tcp
The global queue does not store the packets and forwards them according to marking to sub queues (if any). Also global queue establishes the general maximum speed limits for all sub queues.
At the second level of the hierarchy tree the clients are divided into groups. Depending on the marking the packet can get into different groups. Since this is not the last level of the hierarchy, it also does not store the packets but sorts them according to the markings. At this level the limitation of the guaranteed and maximum speeds for all sub queues is set as well.
At the last level definition of class priority for the group is made and packets are stored while transferred to the output interface. The creation of such queues in the module Queue -Queue tree is given below:
/queue tree add burst-limit=0 burst-threshold=0 bursttime=0s disabled=no limit-at=0 max-limit=0
name=CLASS-DE-DL packet-mark=CLASS-D-GROUP-E-DL priority=8 parent=GROUP-E-DL queue=GROUP-E-DL add burst-limit=0 burst-threshold=0 bursttime=0s disabled=no limit-at=0 max-limit=0 name=CLASS-CB-DL packet-mark=CLASS-C-GROUP-B-DL priority=4 parent=GROUP-B-DL queue=GROUP-B-DL
The established rules and the queue tree with specified guaranteed and maximum speeds are shown in Fig. 2 .
The algorithm test was performed in three phases:
-creating conditions for overloading of network, controlled by a router with a standard algorithm, counting the number of sent and lost packets and building graphs; -creating similar conditions in the network controlled by a router with the developed algorithm, counting the number of sent and lost packets and building graphs; -comparing the two algorithms results. The results of the first phase of network test are presented in Table 1 . Fig. 3 shows the basic parameters of the first client test and Fig. 4 shows those for the second one.
The results of the second phase of test are given in Table 2 . Fig. 5 shows the diagrams of the basic parameters of the test conducted for the first client, and Fig. 6 shows those for the second one.
The D-ITG (Distributed Internet Traffic Generator) packet was used to generate traffic with a given distribution of the two parameters: Packet Size (PS) and Internet Departure Time (IDT) [6] . In this study we used the uniform distribution law and the following ranges of parameters: PS = 512…1024 bytes, IDT = 20…100 packets/sec in multi-traffic generation mode (Custom, Voice, DNS, Telnet, Gaming). For the last step it is necessary to calculate the average number of packets that have passed through the queue and discarded packets across the network for standard and developed control router algorithms and to build a summary chart of these parameters (Fig. 7) To determine the developed algorithm effectiveness, the percentage of discarded packets compared with the total number of packets can be calculated:
44 893 · 100% / 128 029 = 35.06%; 45 405 · 100% / 160 078 = 28.36%. We can see that implementation of the standard algorithm resulted in loss of 35.06% of all packets, while implementation of the developed algorithm resulted in loss of 28.36% packets. Thus the developed algorithm is 6.7% more effective than the standard one in adopted circumstances.
Conclusions
The paper suggests an improved double QoS method for Mikrotik routers which differs from standard by application of multilevel traffic analysis of users groups, traffic types and priorities. In experiments conducted for evenly distributed traffic of 512...1024 byte packet length and intensity of 20…100 packets/sec compared with a standard algorithm the number of lost packets has been reduced by 6.7%.
Thus the experiment proved that the application of the proposed method reduces the number of discarded packets. This method can be proposed to improve the efficiency of existing network equipment.
In future studies it is planned to implement the proposed method using the local model of the controlled process conception [7] , which will solve the problem of improving the quality of service in conditions of structural and parametric uncertainty of network and traffic.
